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.. . EXPLAUATORY MEMORANDUM 
Introduction 
In e.ssence,; this proposal for a Regulat::\,.on puts· into legal form the 
principles set out b.y the Commission in its various communications to the 
Council aoncerning tho Community's future. sugar polioy1, . on the· ·one hand, 
ani ,the question of the future Convention ·of ¥sociation to the Community 
of the ACP countries referred to, in particular, in Protocol No 22 to 
the Aot of Aocession2, an the other. 
Because of the substantial amendments to the b~sic provisions governing 
the common organization of the market in. ~gar ~th regard to the 
proi.uoti~n system and in view of the adoption of a preferential system for 
sugar imported from the ACP countries in question, it has appeared 
necessary· to recast the basic Regulation relating to the sugar sector, at 
the same time consolidating the numerous amendments still in force in .a 
new basic Regulation that will, in future, take the place of Regulation 
No 1009/67/EEC3 as last amended by Regulation (EEC) No 2476/744. 
1. The price system as it now exists has not been fundamentally altered. 
2. ~e trade s~tem includes new provisions requiring manufacturers to 
hold e mini~ st~ck. These provisions, which were the subject of a 
previous proposal, 'have boon. reto.ined since the supply situation requires 
that measures to this effect be taken• 
3 •. The new prcduction S}[S,tem, which, is to apply from 1 July 1975, is based 
an the ~rinciple of guiding production by means of quotas valid for five 
sugar.marketing years. 
The Commission still considers that a. system on these lines is the most 
effective means of ensuringt firstly, some measure of product~on in· areas 
other than those most suited to beet cultivation through the setting of an 
~ ' 
adequate price level for p~oduction within basic quotas; secondly development 
. ' 
./. 
1Ct. Does. COM(73) 1177 final of 12 July 1973 and SE0(74) 2784 final of 
9 July 1974· . 
2ct. Does. CCM(73) 500 final of ·4 April 1973 ani Ca4(74) 1060 of 26 June 1974• 
30J No 3081 18 December 1967, ·p. 1. 
4o.:rNo•L 264, 1 October 1974,·pl?O. 
50J No C 27, 15 March 1974t P• 23. 
of prcxluction beyond these b~sio.,!IU:,C?t~s. in areas most suited to beet 
' ' I ( ~ ' ' ' ' ~ '•! I' ' ' 
oul ti va.tion and also, '~hen 66-iiirt"'iofii:..aie. ~normal, ~jtistment of Community 
production to the level of internal sales, taking account of possible 
r ', -" international commitments, 
- . .... ' ,.., ''' ....... ""'" ~ 
In the ·light.of these o~Je~ii~s, the system aeoordingl~ provides th~t 
basic qdotas· shall be oalc~lated,by reference t~ the average annual sugar 
. ' . 
production of ·ea.oh umertaking within the Community during tlie · 196'8/69 
to. 1972/73 ~keting ye·a.r~1. Itnlltiplied by a uniform o~ffioient: of 0:.93, 
except t~t no mrlertald~ may be allocated 'o. quota lOwer than its present 
. ' 
one. With a view to avoiding, to the greatest extent possible, a.ny· 
dif?crimi,nation between Community prcduoers1 .. t~ese basic quotas are then 
to be fixed fo~ . .each urd~rtaldng by the Counoil it.self, 
Furth~r, in line with the measures aimed at pramoting specialization, 
each ~erta.king is to be allocated a ma.xiinum ciuota. for 1975/76 equal to 
therbasio quota multiplied by a coefficient of lo35, which quota. may be 
adjusted for subsequent marketing years in the light of the trend of 
production seen in terms of , sp'ecialization ani marketing opportunities. 
The proposa{ for a Cow1cil Regulation a.nne~ ·to that for the basic 
~gu.lation provides that the basic quota may also be adjusted up to a 
maximum of 1<$ to avoid, as f'ar as possible, any restriction or' pr~uotion 
at und'erte.king level a.nd to af'f'ord new ·prcxluoors a.ocoss to qu~t~. 
Lastly, in lino with. the measures intended to adjust pr~uot.ion. to 
marketing opportunities a.nd taking a.ooount of' possible Community 
oommi tptenj;.~, besides fixing the ma.x:imum quota, the system lays down 
speoia.l''·provisions applicable to sugar capable 'of being prOduo'etf ''OUtside. the 
quotas. These measures ·-enable the Community to deal both with ~ '· Bu.rplus 
and a defio~ t situation, In the first si tua.tion, the requiremeni- and the 
a.bili ty t .. ? export ~y be restricted in vi~w of the abovementiomd 
$ ·' • 
aolnnrl. tmemts; · ' · · 
. ' 
In the seoarrl,. situation:, the said sugar may oo sold on the Camnuni ty's 
inteJ"!lo.l market and export levies be imposed on exports of it. 
The other basio provi~ions at present in foroe oonoerning th~ prOd~ptian 
leVy-, ·the' d:ouble'· mininiwn pri·oe for beet, ·delivery c~l'ltra.o~s ~ 'th~ --':~ 
oa:rry forward are retained without fundamental a.l tera.tion. . .. 
·' 
./;. 
.. 
• 
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4. The provisions of Chapter IV of the proposal reflect only the Commission's 
view at the present stage of the exploratory talks with the A.c.P. countries. 
The preferentiM import sys~ covers only the technical machinery neces-
sary for its operation and does not extend to the political questions 
relating to sugar which are tho subject of nego~tion for the new Conven-
tion of Association, namely the guaranteed price and tho quantity which 
may be imported. 
In the proposal, the Commission, maintaining its opinion that the nego-
tiations on the system for imports of sugar from the developing countries 
referred to notably in Protocol No 22 totthe Act of Accession cannot be 
viewed in isolation from e.xisting commitments entered into with -i;h8se 
countries, stipulates that the said system can apply only to a mrx:;~·"'.liil 
quantity of 1 400 000 metric tons of sugar expressed in terms of w:~He 
sugar for a peeiod of 12 months-
To ensure contimuity between existing contractual arrangements for sugar 
imports and those resulting from a new Convention of li.Ssoc r.c~t~.r;,:1, the 
proposal provides that the preferential import system sh:·Il. a-'"'rt;:r .;:~'!!glm 
1 January 1975 and that is shall be valid for the same period as that of 
the new Convention, namely five years. 
The guaranteed price applicable in each year of the new s~tem is to be 
fixed b'y the Council following consul tat ions with the supplying countries 
concerned. 
In drawing up the proposed system for preferential imports, account has 
been taken as far as possible of the functionni:1g of the Lon,~:_en T'er.ninal 
Market. 
The system also entitles producers of this ~ugar to offer it at the 
guaranteed priee to intervention in the Comrnmi ty, to ensure that the 
imports can be made in all circumstances. This system is conpleted 
by the provisions applicable in the case of fai ture by the suprl;ring 
countries to deliver which will enable the Connnuni ty to d~t~ 11Tl ih the 
various situations which could then arise .. Three si tuatior-~~ ~,:::-e env-isaged r 
namely a failure of supplies despite sugJ.r 'l::e>.ing available, a failure 
due to lack of BUgall and1 lastly, a temporary failure l'l'hich CM be 
regarded as a case of fo~~~ey_~. To deal with there d5ffe~ent 
situations, the system provides either for a permanent reduc~:on in the 
ttquota11 of the supplying country concerned, allocating t!le nm·1: .1."!; of the 
reduction to the other supplying countries which are abl~ tr: -nc''(e 
deliveries in its place, or for an extension of the deli ..rery pE.>riod • 
. ;. 
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5• The ~neral provisions rei terata the existing provisions with the exception 
of those which become ineffective on 30 June 1975 or which have lapsed. 
The final provisions lay down that the new basic Regulation shall enter 
into force on the third day following its publication in the Official 
Journal of the European Oommunities,that is to say not later than 
December 1974 so that, on the one hand, the provisions concerning, firstly, 
the conditions governing purchasing, d'elivery, ·reception of and ·peyment for 
sugarbeet a.VJ.d the agreements within the trade, the fixing of basic quotas 
and the maximum quota and, secondly, those conerning the transitional 
measures come into force at the same time for the lry{S/76 marketing year 
and, on the other hand, that the provisions of Title IV concerning the 
preferential import system come into force on 1 January 1975~ 
1. From the financial point of view the proposal presents the same 
characteristics as those of Regulati~n No 1009/67/EEO now in force. 
In this connection it should be noted that there are in operation : 
a) a system of production quotas and levies on production, the finEkVJ.cial 
effect of which in this sector is that the net expemditure is limited, 
even in the case of world overproduction; 
b) a system of levies:and rep~ents in connection with storage costs. 
It is also worth noting that the levies in this sector, following the 
decision of 21 April 1970, remain 11rossources propres"• Thus the expenditure 
avtsing from the repayments of storage costs and from the provisinns for 
the marketing of the sugar produced beyond a certain guaranteed ~'rti ty 
will, as uncler the regime of Regulation 1009/67/EEC, have their counter-
part in :!;here charges ("ressources propres")• 
2. As to the other provisions, the following should be noted in relation 
to Regulation 1009/67/EEc. 
a) the introduction into the basic Regulation of a system of preferential 
imports of su~r from certain developing countries, notably those 
referred to in Protocol 22 to the Act of Accession. In relation to 
the present situation the introduction of this spstem into the basic 
Regulation would have insignificant financial implications because 
the proposed system is me~y a continuation of the one introduced 
u..'1.:1.under Protocol 17 to the Act; 
.;. 
- 5··- , .... 
b) the• int:roducti6n o.f a refining subsidy for DOM sugar. Such a subsidy · 
alrf)~ exi_sts ~er. transi~itional arrangements, and its incorporation 
' . . 
in th.e h~ic reg_uJ.ation ldll therefore have negligible fina.11d:ial 
implications i~ relation to the present situation • 
.. 
3e In cmonolusioni this·recasting of the basic sugar regulation will not 
. . 
change the financial character:i,.stics of. the present sugar system and. 
is not in itself likely to oh~ge significantly the level of expenditure 
and receipts · 
1972 
1973 
1974 (credits) 
L975~ (credits, bef~re 
the draft Budget) 
r 
Expenditure 
(in millions un) 
Restitutions Interventions 
---(Art ·640) (Art 641) 
69.6 91·5 
51.5 75·5 
68.5 '97~7 
pm .. 114.1· 
'It shoUld be noted that, on average, the levies and charges rose 
during the years in question to ± 110 millions u.a0 
It should also be noted that the reduction in the estimated expenditure 
in 1975 is the result of the present supply situation and of the world 
··:ma.rket price ~d it therefore bears np relationship to' the present 
proposals• 
. ' 
PROPO,S,AL FOR J .. COUNCIL REGULATIOU (EEC) 
on the common organization of the market in ~ugar 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community, and 
in particular Articles 42, 43 and 227 thereof; 
Having regard to the Treaty concerning the accession of new Member States to 
the European Economic Community and to the European Atomic Energy Community, 
and in particular ~rotocol No 22 to the Act1 annexed thereto, hereinafter 
called "the Act"; 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission; · 
Ha:?ing regard to the Opinion of the European Parliament2 ; 
Whereas the fundamental provisions concerning the common organization of the 
market in sugar have been amended several times since that adoption; 
whereas these provisions will have to be amended thorouGhly again to toke accountt 
in p~rticular, of the forthcoming expiry of the transitional provisions and the 
system to be instituted Q~der Protocol No 22 to the Act; 
whereas it is therefore essential to redraft these fundamental provisions; 
\fuereas the operation and development of the common market in agricultural 
products must be accompanied by the establishment of a common agricultural 
policy to include in particular a common organization of the agricultural 
oc.rkcts, >Jhich nn.y tt:lc._; various forms, depending on the product concerned; 
Whereas, to ensure that the necessary guarantees in respect of employment and 
standards of living are maintained for Community grovmrs of sugar beet and 
sugar cane, provision should be made for measures to stabilize the sugar 
market; whereas to this end a target price and an intervention price for 
white sugar should be fixed each year for the Community area having the 
l OJ No L 73, 27.3.1972, P• 14 
2 OJ No L 
.f. 
1 
largest surplus; whorecs derived intervention prices should be fixed each year 
•, 
for other Community areas, account being taken of ·regional price variations 
arising under natural cond.itons of price format_ion on the market· '\vith a normal 
harvest and of the processing stage; whereas thG objective referred to above 
could be attained by making provision for buying-in by intervention agencies 
at the intervention prices; whereas moreover a compensation system for storage 
costs for sugar produced from raw materials (including molasses) of Community 
origin could serve the same purpose; 
Whereas it. is necessary to ensure that the regulation of the sugar market 
ir.fluences sugar beet and sugar cane production; whereas for this reason it 
is advisable to fix minimum prices which must be respected when sugar manu-
facturers buy beet, to lay down, having regard inter alia. tomules of 
competition standard Communityprovisions.gove~ing contractual relatfons 
betHeen buyers and sellers of beet, and to adopt appropriate provisions to this 
end for sugar cane p~oaucers; 
Whereas the creation of a single Community market for sugar involves, apart 
from a single price system, the introduction of a common trading system at the 
external frontiers of thE? Community; whereas a trading system including import· 
levies and export refunds, ,combined with intervention measures also serves to 
stabili~e the Community marlcet, in particular by preventing price fluctuations 
on the world market frol_ll affecting prices ruling within the Community; whereas 
provision should there~ore be made for the charging of ~ levy on ~ports from 
third countries and the p~yment of .a refund on exports to those same countries 
which would, in either case, cover the difference bet1.,een prices ruling inside 
and outside the Community if world market prices are lower than the Community 
prices; .: 
Whereas, in addition to the system described above and to the extent necessary 
for its proper l"IOrking, provision should bo made for regulating or, Hhen the 
situation on the market so requires, prohibiting the use of "inward processing 
arrangements 11 ; 
Whereas, where a sho;rtage on the world marke_:t r~f¥1llts.in .. world m.c:t:rke.t prices 
being higher than the Community prices, appropriate pr?visions should be laid 
down in order to avoid in good time a situation where regional surpluses are 
exported to third countries while an abnormal rise in prices in the Community 
makes it impossible to continue to guarantee supplies to consumers at reasonable 
./. 
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prices; whereas, moreover, the introduction of a system whereby each 
manufacturer must hold a minimum stock is one of the most effective ways 
to achieve this objective; 
\fu.ereas it must be made possible for the competent authorities to keep 
a constant watch on trade movements in order to anable them to assess 
market trends and where appropriate to apply such provisions of this 
Regulation as prove neceesaryJ whereas to this end provision should be 
made for a system of import and export licences the issue of which is 
condi tionnl on the provision of seouri ty by way of guaranteES that the 
operation for which the licence is been requested will be carried out; 
Whereas the levy system makes it possible to dispense with all other 
protective measures at the external frontiers of the Community; whereas, 
however, the common price and levJ machinery may in oxceptior~ circum-
stanc~s prove defective; whereas in such cases, so as note to leave the 
Commu~ity market without defence against distrubances which may price 
therefrow after the import barriers which existed previously have been 
removed, the Community should be enabled to take all necessary measures 
without delay; 
Whereas in recent years production in the Community as originally consti-
tued hab been maintained at an acceptable level in relation to consumption; 
whereas even in those regions \'Jhich are least suitable for be'tlt cultivation 
production has remained at levels little short of the basic quotes; 
whereas thanks to the existence of a measure of competition, particulary 
in respect of sugar produced in excens of the ~gic quotas, there has been 
considerable rccional specialization; whereas, bo~~use production outside 
the quotas has been able to develop freely, it has been able to benefit 
to some extent from world market prices; whereas accordingly, subject to 
certain adjustments in the light of experience, the system of production 
quotas s~J.Ould be retained for a specified period; whereas these adjustments 
should include in particular the allocation by the Community of basic quotas 
to individual undertakings depending on their production over a reference 
period 1>1hich is the same for all undertakings and the introduc-tion of 
certain rules in respect of sugar produced in excess of the quotas; 
Whereas it is desirable to retain the other basic provisions inhereb~ the 
Coomunity guarantees in respect of prices and sales arc limited or whi~drawn 
in the case of quantities manufactured over and above the basic quota 
depending on whether or not they exceed a certain ceiling, and also those 
provision~ concerning deleiver,y contracts for sugar beet and sugar cane and 
the-rules of the carry-forward system; 
-· 4 .... 
lihereas Protocol No 22 to the Act pr6vides, in particular, that the Community 
will have as its firm purpose the safo~arding of the interests of all the 
countries referred to in that Proto~ol vThose economics depend to a considerable 
extent on the export of sugar in particular9 whereas this principle is also 
valid for the countries and territories referred in A~iole 118 of the Aot, 
and for India; 
~fuereas in order to attain this objective a system of preferential imports of 
sugar coming from and originating in the countries in question should be intro-
duced, providing guaranteed prices and sales in the Community for each of them 
in respect of a specified quantity of sugar, in particular by means of purchases 
by intervention agencies~ \'Jherens, in order to make the systom Il1or&· ~ttioi!entt f' 
it is necesSal1f to 1~ down strict rules in respect of shortfolls in - , · 
deliveries; 
m1ercas the establishment of a single market. b~sod on a common price system 
would be jeopardized by the granting of certain aids; whereas, therefore, the 
provisions of the Treaty which allow the assessment of aids granted by Member 
States nnd the prohibition of those which are incompatible with the common 
market should be made to apply to sugar~ 
Whereas Council Regulation No 1009/67/EEC (l) of 18 December 1967 established 
the common organization of the market in sugar3 whereas the transition to the 
system established by this Regulation must be effected as smoothly as possible; 
Whereas to this end certain transitional measures may prove necessary~ whereas 
the s2mo need may arise at each change-over from ono marketing year to the next; 
whereas provision should therefore be made for the possibility of adopting 
appropriate measures; 
Whereas intervention is essential if the sugar price is to be guaranteed; whereas, 
in view of the special importance of sugar production for the economy of the French 
overseas departments, provisions concerning the Guarantee Section of the European 
Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund must be made to apply to these depart-
ments5 
(1) OJ No 308, 18.12.1967, P• 1. 
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Whereas the common organization of the market in sugar must take appropriate 
account, at the same time, of the objectives set out in Articles 39 and 110 
of the Treaty9 
Whereas, in orde·r to facilitate implementation of the proposed mea'sures, a 
procedure should be provided for establishing close cooperation between 
Member States and the Commission within a Management Committee; 
HAS ADoPTED !!HIS REGULATION: 
.. - ·, 
, 
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Article 1 
-· . 
1. The common orgcmization of the market in sugar shall compriso a price and 
tradint; system and cover the foll01dng products; 
CCT heading lTo. 
(a) 17.01 
(b) 12.04 
Description of goods 
Beet sugar and cane sugar, solid 
Sugar beet, whole or sliced., fresh, dried or po~1dcred; 
sugar cane 
~--------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
(c) 17.03 
'(d) 17.02 C to F 
17 .os c 
' (e) ~3.03 B 1 
Molasses, vlhether or not docolourized 
Other sugars (but not including lactose and glucose); 
~ugar syrups (but not including lactose syrup and 
glucose syrup); artificial honey (Hhe:Lher or not mixed 
Nith n<1tural honey); carcmol 
Flavoured or coloured sugars (but not including lactose ! 
and glucose syrup) and molasses, but not including ~ 
fruit juices containing added sugar in any proportion i 
. 
Beet-pulp, bagasse and other waste of sugar manufacture I 
2. For the purpos8s of this Regulation: 
\( 
111-Jhi te sugar'; means sugar falling 11i thin heading No 17.01 of the Common Customs 
Tariff containing, in the dry state, 99.5% or more by weight of sucrose determined 
by the polarimetric method; 
11Rm-J sugar'; means sugar falling Ni thin heading No 17.01 of the Common Customs 
Tariff containing, in the dry state, loss than 99.5% by Height of sucrose 
determined by the polarimetric m8thod. 
./. 
\1> 
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TITLE 1 
Prices 
Article 2 
1. ·A target price for t'lhi te sugar shall be fixed each yec.r for the Community area 
having the largest surplus. This tartset prico shall be valid for \'!hi to sugar 
of a. standard qualit~, unpacked, ex-factory, loade~ on to the means of trans-
port chosen by the purchaser. 
2. B0forc 1 August of ee.ch year th3 target prico for the mar~;:eting year b.3ginning 
on 1 July of th~. ~olloN·ing calendar year shall be fixed in accordance with 
the proc3dure laid dmm in Article 4J(2) of tho Treaty. 
The same proce~ure shall be followed to determine : 
the standard quality for white sugar and, at the same tim·e as the 
target price, 
- the Community area having the largeut surplus. 
.;. 
•' 
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Article 3 
1. An intervention price for lvhito sugar shall be fixed each year for the 
Community area having the largest surplus. 
2. Derived intervention prices shall be fixed for other areas, account being 
taken of the regional variations which, given a normal harvest ru1d free 
movement of sucar, might be expected to occur in the price of sugar under 
natural conditons of price formation. 
3. The intervention prices referred to in pC1.ragraphs 1 and 2 shall be valid 
for vJhi t0 sugar of th0 standard (!Uali ty to which the ta!'gct price applies, 
unpacked, cJc-factory, loaded into the means of transport chosen by the 
purchaser. 
4. The derived intervention prices for French overseas departmGnts shall, 
however, be valid for sugar fob and sto1md abroad a seagoine vessel c.t the 
port of em~Jarl:ation. 
5· For these departments, intervention prices for 1:hi to sugar fixed for thoae 
departments, allowance being made for a uniform processing nargin and a 
sto.ndard yielcl. 
6. The intervention price for the areas having the largest surplus shall be 
fixed at the same tine as the target price in accordance vith the procedure 
laid do>vn in Article 43(2) of the Treaty. 
1· The Council, acting by a qualified majority on the proposal from the Commission, 
shall determine : 
- the ste.ndard quality for rai·l sugar and, before 1 August of e.ach year for the 
follo.-;ing marketine yoar, 
the areas referred to in paragraph 2 nnd the derived intervention prices 
valid for these ~roes. 
.; .. 
\~ 
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Articlc_j_ 
1. Each year, for each beet-sugar-producing area for ~mich an intervention price 
is fixed: 
a minimtm price for beet shall b0 fixed in accordance with the provisions 
of paragraph 2, 3 and 4; 
a minimum price for boot outside the bnsic quota sh~ll be fixod in 
accordance ~d th Article ?.7. 
These prices shall apply to a specified dolive~r stage and a specified 
standard quality. 
2. When the minimum price for beet is b~3ing outablished, the intorvcntion price 
for ~mite sugar in th8 area in question and fixed values ~or the Community 
representing: 
- the processing margin; 
- the yiold; 
- undertakings' receipts from sales of molasses; and, 
- whore appropriate, costs incurred in delivering beet to factories 
shall be tal:en into account. 
3. At the same time as the target price is fixed: 
- the minimum price for beet referred to in the first indent of paragraph 1 
for the Comm14~ity area having the l~rgcst surplus shnll be fixed, and 
- the delivery stage and standard quality for beet shall be determined in 
accordance uith the procedure laid doHn in Article 43 of the Treaty. 
4. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission, 
shall fix the minimum price for beet referred to in the first indent of para-
graph 1 for other areas at the same time as the derived intervention prices • 
. /. 
' 
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Article _5 
1. Subject to the provisions of Article 28 and provisions adopted pursuant to 
Article 30(3), cugar manufacturE::rs buying beet vrhich 
a) is suitable for processing into sug~r, and 
b) ic intended for processing into sugar, 
shall be required to pay at least the minimum price for sugar beet, adjusted 
by price incrcasos or reductions to allou for dcvi::-tions from the standard 
quality. 
2. The minimum price referred to in paragraph 1 shall correspond : 
a) in respect of bGot for processing into sugar covorod by Article 29(1) 
(c_), to the minULlum price of the beet, 
b) in rospe0t of beet for processing into sugar covered by Article 29(1) 
(b), to the minicrum price of the beet produced outside the basic quota. 
3. Dotaibd rules for the applic.:::.tion of this Article shall be adopted, and 
the price increases and reductions fixed, in accordance vdth the procedure 
hdd do"m. in Article 40. 
./. 
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Article 6 
The Council, acting by a qualified majorit~_on a proposal from the Commission, 
shall adopt outline provisions de~linc in particular 11ith gener~l conditions 
governing purchasing, delivery, reception and payment to \cl1ich agreements 
within the trade et Community, regional or local luvel and contracts con-
cluded between buyers and sellers of beet must conform. 
./. 
' 
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llrtj.cl2l 
1. Conditions for purchasing sugar cane shall be governed by agreements within· 
the trade bctNoen crme growers ani sugar manufactur'>-rs. 
2. Where no agreements Hithin the trade 0xir:t, con1it:l.onr; of purch<::.se, and in 
partim.1lar the mini.T!lum proportion of tho intervention price for ccme sugar 
to be pr.id. ':Jy eugc.r manui'acturcrs to sellers of sugar cane, ohall ba 
dot 2rminucl in accordanc5 •~ith th,; procodurJ lc.id do\vn in Article 40. 
,~ 
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1. Subject to the provisions of Artimle 30(2), storage costs for white sugar, 
rav1 sugar and certain syrups produced as b;;,r-products of solid oug;:.r, 
manufactured from beet or cane harvest '3d in the Community, shall be reimbursed 
at n flat rat0 by the Member Stntcs. 
1,1em~cr States shall charge c levy on each sugar manufacturer: 
- per unit of vreight of sugar prodtcced, and 
- per unit of weight of syrups referred to in the preceding subparneraph 
produced and marketed in tJ.w natural State. 
Tho amount of the reimbursement shall be the srune for the v1hole Community. 
The oamo rule shall apply to the levy. 
2. The Council, acting by a qualified majority en a proposal form the Commission, 
shall adopt rules for the ~pplication of paragraph 1. 
3,. 'li1o DI:.lount of the reimbursement and the levy shall 1.1e fixed each yoar in 
accorc'.ancc with the procedure laid do~m in Article 40. other rules for 
the o.pplicr.tion of tl1is Article shall be adopted in accordance Hi th the 
sm-J.e procedure. 
.;. 
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!£ticl.£....2. 
1. Throughout the marketing~ar intervent~on agencies designed by sugar-producing 
Member States shall be required, under condi tion:J to be laid do~m in accordance 
lvi th paragraphs 5 and 6, to buy in white sugar and raw sugar offered to them 
vJhich has been manufactured from bGet or cane harvested in the Collll1ll.lpi ty. 
Intervention agencies shall buy in at the intervention p~ico valid for the 
area in vfhich the sugar is located at the tim8 of purchase.. If the quality. 
of the sugar deviates from the st[~dard quality for which the intervention 
price was fixed, that price shall bo adjusted by m3anO of price increases add 
reductions. 
2. It may be decided to grant denaturing premiumn for sugar rendered unfit for 
human consumption. 
3. Should difficulties arise in marketing sugar produced in th0 French overseas 
departments, a:ppropriate measur0s shall be taken. 
4. It raa..y bG decided to grant a production reft'nd on the products listed in 
Article 1(1) (a) and the syrups listed ih Article 1(1) (d) containinb sucrose, 
used in the manufa.ct~re of certain products of the chemical industry. 
o). The Council, acting by a (!Un.lified majority on a proposal from the Commission, 
shr..ll determine 
general rules for the application of the above para.gTa.phc; 
intervention prices for raw beet sucar; 
the products of the chezr.ical industry referred to in paragraph 4. 
14 
6. Detailed rules for the applic~tion of this Article shall be adopted in accordance 
with the proceC:.ure laid do1rm in Article 40 and shall deal in particular with : 
- the minimure quality and quantity requirements on intorvontion; 
- the scales of price incrcasos and reduction~ applicable on intervention; 
procedures and conditions for taking over by intervention t-..gencies; 
conditions for grGnting denaturing promituns and the ~1ount of .s~ch premiums; 
condi tionn for granting the production refunds and the amount of su.ch r8funds • 
. ;. 
1. 
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· ·Ar'ticle '10 
Intervention agencies may only sell sugar at a price which is higher than 
the intervention price valid in the zone whore the sugar is stored. 
However, it may be decided to au~horise inte~ntion ngencies t~se~~ 
at a. price equal to or less than the intervention price in· cruesti~n ~if:. t_he 
sugp~ is intended : 
- for animal feeding, or 
- for export to third countries in the natural state of following processing 
. ' 
into the products listed in Annex II to the Treaty or into the goods 
listed in Annex I to this R8gulation. 
2. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the Com-
mission, shall adopt general rules for the sale of products which have been 
subject to intervention measures. 
3. Detailed rules for the application of this Article shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 40 • 
. / . 
. ' 
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TITlE II 
Trcde with third countries 
Article II 
1. Imports or exports into or out of the Community of the products listed in 
Article 1(1) (~), (b), (c) and (d) shall be made conditional on the sub-
mission of an import or export licence issued by Mombor Statos to ~y 
applicant irrespective of the place of his establishment in the Community. 
Where the levy or refund is fixed in advance, the advance fixing shall be 
entered on the advance-fixing certificate. 
Licences shall be v~lid for a transaction effected within the Community. 
The issue of such licences shall be conditional on the lodging of a deposit 
guar~~teoine that importation or exportation is effected during the period 
of validity of the licence; this deposit shall be forfeited in '!-!hole or in 
part if the transaction is not effected, or is only partially effected 
within that period. 
2. The arrangements provided for in this Articl,:; may be extended to the products 
listed in Articlo 1(1) (e) in accordanco lvith the procedure laid down in 
Article 40, The period of validity of licences and other detailed rules for 
the application of this Article, which ~ay include a time limit for the 
issue of licences, shall be adopted in accoruanca with the same procedure • 
• j • 
. ,, 
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Article 12 
1. Each year a Community threshold price shall Qe fixed for white ~ugar; r.aw 
sugar and molasses. 
2. The throshold price for white sugar shall be the same as the target price 
for the Community area having the largest surplus transport charges, cal-
culated at a flat rate, from that area to th~ mo~t distant deficit area in 
tho Community. It shall apply to the sa.-ae standard quality as the targE"t , 
price. 
3. The th~osholQ price for raw sugar shall be derived from the threshold price 
for 1vhitc sugar, a standard processing margin and a standard yield being 
truten into account. 
It shall apply to the same standard quality as the intervention prices for 
rav1 sugar. 
4. The threshold price for molasses shall be_so fixed that reqeipts for sale 
of molasses may reach the level of undertakings' receipts vthich e.re takon 
into account pursuant to Article 4 when min~m'Ulll prices for b8et are being 
fixed. It shall apply to a standard quality. 
5· The Council, acting by a qualifiod majority on a proposal from the Commission, 
shall fix the threshold prices at the same time as the derived intervention 
prices. 
6. The stand~d quality for molasses shall be determined in accordance with 
the procedure laid down in Article 4Co 
./. 
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· !_rticle 13 
1. A cif price shall be calculated for u Community frontier crossing point for 
1rrhi tc sugar, raH sugar and molasses. This price shall be c£:-lculated on the 
basis of the most favourable purchasing opportunities for each product on the 
world market, based on quotations or prices on that market, corrected to 
allow for any deviations from th3 standard quality for which the threshold 
pric0 is fixed. 
2. Where free quotations on the world market are not a determining factor for 
the offer pricG and v;here that price is lower than rlorld market prices, a 
spacial cif price calculated on the basis of the offer price shall be 
substituted, solely in respect of the imports in question, for the cif 
price. 
3. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission, 
shall det~rminu the frontier crossing point. 
4• Detailed rules for calculating the cif prices shnll be adopted .;_in 
accordance with the procedure laid do•m in Article 40. The corrective 
amounts referred to in paragraph 1 chall be fixed in accordance with the 
same procedure. 
.;. 
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1. A levy shall be charged on imports of the products listed in Article 1(1) (a), 
(b) 1 (c) and (d). 
2. The levy on white sugar and raw su~ar shall be equal to the threshold price 
less thG cif price. 
3. The levy On raw sugar shall 1 Nhere necessary, be adjusted according to the i~'"o;:: 
yield. The levy on white sugar shall b~ charged on imports of ra~ sugar for 
purposes other than refining if that levy is higher than the levy applicable 
to raw sugar. If the levy on white sugar is higher than thG levy on rav1 sugar, 
raw sugar for refining shall be subject to customs control or to an adminis-
trative inspection offering equivalent guarantees. 
4. The levy on the products listed in Article 1(1) (b) shall be calculated at 
a standard rate on the basis of the sucrose content of each of these pro-
ducts and the levy on ~vhite sugar. 
For the purpose other than the m'¥lufacture _of sugar, partial exel!lption from 
the import levy may be allowed as a temporary measure in special instanc0s 
in accordance with the procedure l~id down in Article 40o 
5· The levy on the pro&ucts listed in Article 1(1) (c) and {d) shall be 
calculated: 
- either on the basis of the sucrose content, (including other sugars 
expressed as sucrose) of the profract concerned, fixed where appropriate 
at a standard rate, and the levy on white sugar, 
or 
- by subtracting the oif price of molasses from their threshold price. 
The levies applicable to maple sugar and maple syrup falling within heading 
No 17o02 of the Common Customs Tariff shall, however 7 be limited to the 
amount resulting from application of the duiy bound within GATT • 
. ;. 
\ ..... : .. -.. _---/~/;) 
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6. Detailed rules for the application of this Article, including tho margins 
within which variations in the factors used for calculating the levy do0. 
not roquiro any alteration of the levy, shall bo adoptod. in accordance with 
the procedure laid d01.m in Article 40. 
7. The l0vies referred to in this Article shall be fixod by the Comnission • 
. ;. 
/ 
2-) 
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!!'ticle 15 
1. The levy to be charged shall be that ~pplioablo on the day of importation. 
2. The levy may, houever, be fixod in advance for imports of the products listed 
in Article 1(1) (a) and (c). 
In that event the lev-.r applicable on the day on vThich the application for the 
licence is lodgo~, adjusted on the basis of the threshold price in force on 
the day of importation, shall be applied to imports to be effected during the 
validity of the licence, provided the party concerned so requests when 
applying for the licence and in tny case before 13 hours. A premium to be 
added to the levy may be fixed at the same time as the levy. 
3. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission, 
shall adopt rules for the application of this Article; in particular it shall 
decide upon the conditions under whioh advance fixing take place and the 
rules for fixing pr~iums. 
4. Where the conditions referred to in paragraph 3 exist, a decision to apply 
the system provided for in parn.graph 2 shall be taken in accordance v:i th 
the procedure laid down in .Article 40. Once th0se conditions no longer exist, 
the measure shall be repealed in accordance Nith the same procedure. 
It may be decided in accordance with th8 same procedure to apply the system 
provided for in paragraph 2 in whole or in part to each of the products listed 
in Article 1(1) (d). 
5. Detailed rules for the advance fixing shall·~~·be adopted in accordance with 
the procedure laid do\vn in Article 40. 
6. The premiums shall be fixed by the Commission. 
7. Where it appears from an examination of the market situation th~t difficulties 
exist ~owing to the application of the provisions concerning the advance 
fixing of the levy, or if such difficulties are likely to arise, it may be 
decided, in accordance with the procedure laid do1~ in Article 40, to sus-
pond the application of those provisions for as long as is strictly necessary • 
. ;. 
20a 
In casos of extreme emergency the Commission may, after examining thG 
si tuc>,tion in the light of all the informction at its disposal, decide 
to suspend e1dvance fixing for not more thaVJ. three 1·rorking days. Licence 
applications coupled 1dth advance fixing Hhich ar2 lodged during the 
period of suspension shall not bo accepted. 
./. 
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Article 16 
1. Where it appears that in the Community as a whole or in one of its 
regions the guaranteed supply of sugar at prices below the threshold 
price is in jeopardy provisillm may be made for an export levy to be 
charged on sugar. 
The levy shall apply when the cif price for white sugar or raw sugar 
is higher than the threshold price. 
Save as otherwise provided by the Council in accordance with the proce-
dure laid down in paragraph 3, the levy to be charged, shall be that 
applicable on the day of exportation. 
2. Where the cif price for white sugar or raw sugar is higher than the 
threshold price, it may be decided to grant a subsidy on imports of 
the product in question. 
3. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Comoission, shall adopt rules for the application of paragraphs 1 and 2. 
4• Provisions corresponding to those of paragraph 1 a.nd to the rules for 
its application may be adopted under the procedure laid down in Article 40 
for the products specified in Article 1 (1) (b), (o) and (d). 
5• Detailed rules for the application ~~ this Article shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 40. 
6. The levy provided for in this Article shall be fixed by the Commission• 
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Article 11. 
1. Each sugar manufacturer sh~ll hold in stock throughout the ~arketing year 
2. 
a quantity of sugar which may not be less then 10% of his actual production 
or 10% of his basic quota, whichever is the sm~llcr. This minimum stock 
must be the ~olo and unoncunbored prop13rty of the sugar r oanu.facturor in 
question. . · ' · • 
Derog~tions may be provided for in accordance with the procedure referred 
to in paragraph 4. 
If the r:re.rket situation so requires, a decision may be taken : 
(a) releasine all or part of the apresaid minim~ stocks, 
(b) reqtliring that a.n-~or part of such stocks be offerod _for BC\lee 
Conditions of sale, inciuding a maximu~ selling price for the sugnr 
~concerned, may be laid dovm. 
3. The Council, acting by a qualified oajority on a proposal from the Com-
mission, shall adopt general rules for tho application of this Article. 
Th0se rules ahall provide in particular for the payment of a sum of money 
by those sugc...r manufacturers -v;ho do not comply vri th the provisions of this 
Article. 
4. Detailed rules for the application of this ~trticle shall be adopted in 
accordance l.Ji th the procedure laid down in Article 40. 
. ./. 
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Article 18 
1. To the extent necessary to enable the prod~cts listed in Article 1(1) (a), 
(c) and (d) to be exported in the natural state, or in the form of goods 
listed in Annex I to this Regulation, on the basis of quotations or prices 
for the products listed in Article 1(1) (a) and (c) on the t·:arld mark::Jt, 
the difference behrecn those quotations or prices and priC3S t'li thin the 
Community may be covered by an export refund. 
2. The refund shall be the samJ for the whole Community. It may be varied 
according to use or destination. 
The refund shall be lr~tcd on application by the party concerned. 
The refund for ~a"r sugar may not exceed the refund for white sugar. , 
w~en the refund is being fixed particular account shall·be taken of tho.naed 
to establish a balance between the use-of eommunity basic products· in the. 
manufacture of processed goods for export to third countries end the use 
of third country products broucht in under inl'1ard processing arrangements. 
The Council, acting by a qualified mc:.jori ty on ! proposal from tho Commission, 
shall adopt general rules for granting refunds, for fixing the amotmt of such 
refunds, and for fixing such refunds in advance. 
Refunds shall be fi:lwd at regular intervals in accordance 1·•i th the procedure 
laid dovm in Article 40. \·ifhoro necessary the Commission may, at the request 
of a Member State or on its ovm initiative, alter the refunds in the inter-
vening period. 
3. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission, 
shall adopt general rules applicable to refunds l<ih:)re those are avm.rdod by 
tender. 
4. Detailed rules for the application of this Article shall be adopted in 
accordance ld th the procedure laid do1m in Article 40. 
5. Where it appears from an examination of the market situation that difficulties 
exist owing to the application of the provisions concerning the advance fixing 
of the levy, or if such difficulties are likely to arise, it m~ be decided, 
in accordance Hi th the procedure laid dOl·m in Article 40, to suspend the 
application of those provisions for as lone as is strictly necessary. 
.;. 
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In cases of extreme emergency the Co~~ission m~, after exruaining the 
situation in the light of all the information at its disposal, decide 
to suspend advance fixing for not more than three working d~s. 
Licence applications coupled with advance fixing which ar lodged during 
the period of suspension shall not bo accepted. 
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£:_;rt i c 1 e 1,.2 
1. To the extent necessar,y for the proper working of the common organization 
of the market in sugar, the Council, acting,by a qualified majority on a 
proposal from the Commission, mey prohibit, in tvhole or in part, the use 
of inward processing arrangements in respect of: 
- the products listed in Article 1 (1) i'lhich :?..re intended for the manu-
facture of the products listed in Article 1 (l)(d); 
- and, in special instances, the products listed in .Article 1 (1) which 
are intended for the mnnufacture of the goods-listed in Annex I to this 
Regulation. 
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Article 20 
1. The general rules for the interpretation of the Common Customs Tariff 
nnd the special rules for its application shall apply to the tariff 
classification of products covered by this Regulation;· the tariff 
resulting from application of this Regulation shall be incorporated in 
the CoLLmon Customs Tariff. 
2. Save as otherwise provided in this Regulation or where derogation there-
from is doci~ed by the Council, acting by a qualified majority on a 
proposal from the Commission, the following shall be prohibited: 
- the levying of any customs duty on the products listed in Article 1(1) 
(a) and (d); 
- the levying of any charge having an effect equivalent to a customs duty; 
- the application of any quantitative restriction or measure having 
equi 'Jalont effect. 
The restriction of import or export licences to a specified categor,y of 
those entitled to receive them shnll be one of the measures considered 
as having effect equi ·.ralent to a quantitative restriction. 
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Article 21 
1~ If, by reason of imports or exports, the Community market in one or more 
of the products listed in Article 1(1) experiences or is threatened with 
serious disturbances whioh m~ endanger the objectives S8t out in 
Article 39 of the Treaty, appropriate measures may be applied in tr~de 
with third countries until such disturbance or threat of disturbance has 
ceased. 
The Council, acting by a quclified majority on a proposal from the Commission, 
shall adopt detailed rules for the application of this paragr~ph and define 
the cases in which and the limits within Member States m~ ~ake protective 
measures. 
2. If the situation mentioned in paragraph 1 arises, the Commission shall, at 
the request of a !Jler.tber Stn.te or on its own initiative, decide upon the 
necessar,y measures; the measures shall be communiceted to the Member States 
and shall be immedi~te~ applicable. If the Commission receives a request 
from a Member State, it shall take a decision thereon within twenty-four 
hours following receipt of the request. 
3. The measures decided upon by the Commission m~ be referred to the Council 
by any ~10IJber State within a period of three working days following the 
day on which they were communicated. The Council shall meet without del~. 
Acting by a qualified majority, it may amend or repeal the measures in 
question. 
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TITLE III 
Sqotas 
Article 22 
l~icles 23 to 30 ~pply for the 1975/76 to 1979/80 marketing years. 
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Article 23 
1. A basic quota shall be fixed for each undertakinR which during the 1974/75 
marketing ye~ used its basic quota on its own behalf. 
2. This basic quota shall be equal to the average annual sugar production of 
the undertaking concerned, considered to be such pursuant to tho provisions 
of Regulation n° 1009/67/EEC during the 1968/69 to 1972/73 marketing years 
multiplied by the coefficient 0.93. 
However, this basic quota m JiY mot be lower th1:'.n that for the 1974/75 
marketing year. 
3. The Council, actin~ by a quaJified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall fix the basic quotas referred to in paragraph 1 and 
adopt general rules for altering these quotas. 
In accord1:'.nce with the same procedur !' the Council mcy derogate from 
a~ovcmentionned paragraphs for the period referred to in Article 22. 
4• Detailed rules for the application of this Article shall be adopted in 
accordcnce with the procedure laid dovm in Article 40. 
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Article 24 
1. Each undertaking for which a basic quota has been fixed m~ ~e allotted 
ma~imum quota equal to its basic quota multiplied by a coefficient. 
2. For the 1975/76 marketing year the coefficient referred. to in paragraph 1 
shall b0 1,35. 
Tho coefficient for the 1976/77 to 1979/80 marketing years shall be fixed 
ut the samo time as the target price in a.ccordc."'llce with the procedure laid 
dotm in Article 43(2) of the Treaty, account being taken of the trend of 
production from the point of view of spocializution nnd marketing 
opportunities. 
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Ar;ticle 25 
1. Subject to Article 20 and the provisions of paragraphs 2 ~nd 3, the 
quantity of sugc.r produced in excess of tho maximUP.l quota fixed for an 
undertaking in MY given marketing year slk1.1l not be disposed of on the 
internal market and must be exported in the natural state before 1 Januar,y 
following the end of the marketing year in question. 
2. Under an international sugar agr ;ement and subject to ti.1e C011$1itmonts 
entered into by other developed countries equiv~lent to those entered 
into by the Community, if there is a surplus on the world sugn.r m~rket 
both the obligation to export and the possibility of exporting sugar 
produced over nnd above the maximum quota. mcy be restricted. In thn.t case, 
the disposal of all or some of the sug~r in question on the internal 
market m~ be authorized uncer conditions still to be determined. 
3. Articles 8, 9,16 and 18 shall not apply to the quantity referred to in 
paragraph 1 which ist nocht ca.rried forr.mrd to the following marketing 
year pusuant to Article 30. 
However, by w~ of exception, it m~ be decided to apply Article 16 to 
the extent neccssar,y to guarantee the Community's sugar supply. 
In that case, it shell be determined at the same time that a.ll the sugn.r 
in question may by disposed of dofini ti vely on the internal market Tlli thout 
the charge provided for in paragraph 5 being levied. 
4. The Council, acting by a qualified majoritiy on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt rules for the application of ~~agraph 2. 
5. Detailed rules fer the application of this Article shall be adopted in 
accordance •'li th the procedure laid down in Article 40. These detailed 
rules shall provide in particular for the levying of a charge on the sugar 
in question if it was disposed of on the internal market or was not 
exported in the natural state before the date given in paragraph 1. 
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Article 26 
----· 
1. Subject to the provisions of li..rticle 30, Member States s~•ll impose a 
production le\~ on ~anufacturors of sugar which is outside the basic quota 
but within the maximum quota. 
•· 
2. The production levy shall be calculated per unit of weight by dividing 
totu.l losses incurred in mn,rkoting the qun,nti ty produced in the Cornr.mni ty 
outside the guc:crmteed quaati ty by the sur.1 of the qur,nti tios produced 
outside the bn.sio quota 'l_)y Community undertakings. 
The guarc::.ntced qunnti ty shnll be equal to human consumption in the Community 7 
expressed as a qun,ntity of white sugar, during n. period still te be deter-
mined, loss the qu.:mti ty 7 expressed as t·rhi te sugc.r, imported on preferential 
terns durins the sc.me period from the developing countries referred to in 
Protocol No 22 to the Act r,nd from India. 
tfuen tho cc.lculation referred to in the first subpc."'..rr.graph is being made: 
the total losses mentioned in that subparngraph shn.ll be reduced by the 
amount of the special export levies, 
- qunntities outside the maximw~ quotas and quantities carried forward to 
the next ~arketing year pursuant to Article 30 shnll be ignored. 
3. The product;_on levy mcy not, hmwvcr1 exceed a maximum omount. 
4• If the production levy is less than the maximum amount referred to in 
paragraph 3, sugar manufacturers must ~lY beet sellers the difference 
bet~·mon tJ.1e maximum omount of the product ion levy ond its actual amount, 
up to a percentage still to be determined. 
The amount to be paid per metric ton of beet shall be fi~cd for beet of 
a standarf quality. 
This amount shall be adjusted by the price increases nnd reductions 
referrend to in Article 5. 
5. Sugar wanufacturors mny require cane sellers to reimburse the production 
levy in respect of a qunntity of cane corresponding to the q~an~ity of 
sugar on which the production levy is charged, up to a percentage still 
to be detonnined. 
6. Member Sta.tes shall satisfy themselves, on the bo.s~_s of the information 
supplied by sugar manufacturers, th~t : 
(a) the ~ent for the beet, anti 
(b) the sum of the amount reimbursed to nnnufacturers by cane sellers 
satisf.y the relevant Community provisions. 
7. Detailed rules for the application of this Article shall be adopted, 
and the amount referred to in the second subparagrc.ph of para.grn.p t;. 
shall be determined, in accord~ncc with the procedure laid do\m in 
Article 40. 
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Article 21 
l. 
The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall fix: 
- minimum pricea for beet outside the basic quota for the areas referred 
to in Article 4 (1); 
-the percentages referred to in Article 26 (4) and (5); 
- the ma.Y.imum amount of the production levy calculated in such a ~"'ay that 
the minimlli~ prices for beet outside the ba8iC quota are respected, at 
the same time as the derived intervention prices. 
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Article 28 
1. Sugar manufacturers may buy beet intended for the production of sugar in 
excess of the maximum quota fixed for the undertaking concerned at a 
price which is lower than the minimum prices for beet referred to in 
Article 4 (1). 
2. However, in respect of the quantity of beet purchased corresponding to ihe 
quantity of sugar: 
- disposed of on the internal market pursuant th the second subparagraph 
of Article 25 (3), or 
- carried forward to the following marketing year pursuant to Article 30, 
the sugar manufacturers in question shall, where appropriate, adjust 
the purchase price so that it is at least equal to the minimum price 
referred to in the first indent of Article 4 (1). 
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Article- 22-· 
1. In contracts for the deliver,y of beet for the manufacture of sugar, 
beet shall be differentiated depending on whether the quantities of 
sugar to be manufactured from it are: 
(a) within the basic quota; 
(b) outside the basic quota but within the maximum quota; 
(c) outside the maximum quota. 
For each undertaking, sugar manufacturers shall inforu the l:Iember States 
in which the undertaking concerned produces sugar of: 
- the quantities of beet referred to under (a). for which pre-sowing 
contracts were signed and the sugar content on which these contracts 
were based; 
- the corresponding yield expected. 
IVfem"Qer States may require additional information tc be s~pplied to them. 
2. By w~ of derogation from Article 5 (2) (b) and Article 28 (1), any sugar 
manufacturer who has not signed pre~sowi~g deliver.y contracts for a 
quantity of be~t equal to ~he basic quota, at the minim_um price for beet 
J'eferred .to· in the first indent of Article 4 (1), shall _be required to 
pay this ninimum pr~ce for all beet. processed into sugar in the under-
taking concerned. 
3. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt general rules for the application of paragraph 1. 
4. Detailed rules for the application of this Article shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 40. As far as 
paragraph 2 is conperned, they shc.1.1l take the carry-forward effodtcd 
pursuant to Article 30 into account. 
Article JO 
1. Where tha provisions of Article 30 apply, each undertaking mey carry 
forward that part 'of its production which '·is' outside tne basic quO'ta, 
up t'o c:-. IDc:.:dmum corresponding to 10 % of· the bas'ic qtiota., to the following 
marketinb' year to be treated as part ·Of that 'year's production.- '· · 
No production may be carried forward to the 1980/81 marketing year. 
2. Undertakings may carry forward part of their production to the following 
market ye:tr only if: 
- they have notified the Member States concerned before 1 Februar-y of 
the q'J::u:>-tity to be carried forward; 
- they keep. the quantity carried forward in store form 1. February to 
31 Janaa~J of the following year; storage costs for this period shall 
not be refunded under the provisions of Article 8. 
Howe'\Ter, as regards undertakings situated in the French departments of· 
Guadeloupe and Martinique, in the first indent of the first subparagraph 
the date "1 February" is replaced by "1 M~y" and, in the second inden~ of 
the said subpara.graph "1: February ~o 31 January•t is replaced by u1 Mey' to 
30 April". If total production at the end of the marketing year fn · 
question 'is less than the estimate ·ma,de at the time the decision ·to barr,y 
over may be adjusted before 1 August of the following marketing year·. with 
retroactive effect. 
3. Provisions conern1ng: 
· · ..: payment for be.et used to manufacture the quanti tiy of sugar carried .. 
forward; 
..:. ·cont'ributions by beet o·r cane selle:rs· towards the cost of storing the 
quantities carried forward; 
- a.greem€nt between· beet or ·cane sellers and sugai' manufa.Cturers as a : 
precondition for carr,ying forward. 
shall be adopted qy the Council acting b.y a qualified majority on a 
proposal from the Commission. 
4~ Detailed rules for the application of this Article shall be adopted 
in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 40. 
TITLE IV 
SYSTEM FOR PREFERENTIAL IMPORTS l 
Article 31 
1. Articles 31 to 36 shall apply from l January 1975 to 31 December 1979 
to white or raw sugar imported on the preferential terms set out in 
this Title, hereinafter called "i•P•t.suga.r", coming from and 
originating in the cotmtries referred to in Protocol 1ro 22 to the .Act, 
the countries and territories referred to in .Article 118 of the Aet, 
and from India, hereinafter called "suppling cotmtries"• 
2. A certa.ip. quantity of sugar covered by the arrangements set out in 
this Title shall be fixed for each of the suppling countries. 
This quantity, hereinafter called "preferential quanti ty11 , shall 
be fixed in terms of white sugar for a period still to be determined. 
In~a period of 12 months, the sum of the preferential quantities m~ 
not exceed 1 400 000 metric tons :of white sugar. 
3. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt general rules for the appiication of this 
.Article and shall determine the preferential quanti ties and the 
periods feferred to in paragraph 2. 
1. See the first Sentence of point 4 in the Explanatory Memorandum 
. '-. ._37.-
.;;,;;Ar;;..t.-1.-cl:e 3? .. 
. . . ·~ ·~· 
1. A gu~~~teed price shnll be fixed : 
(~) for white ~gnr of~ st~der0 cu~lity, 
(b) for rO.'I' su~ of n. st!U'ld.~rCI CI'U('.l i ty. 
• • J • 
. ' 
These prices ah,.ll be vn.1id. for unp~cked gooCI.s ,delivered cif .to furope~ 
ports of the Com.rmi ty •. 
.. 
2. The @l~r~~tee~ prices shell be fixed tnking into eceount 
• (a., the in-tervention price for· l'-rhi te Bv.@'.r applic~ble in the 
- .. Comllllmi ty, 
(b)-the refining m~rgin, 
-(~, the ;y-ield chosen for ilefining the stc.nc1c.rCI rm(;l,li ty of r~l'Y sugt:>.r. 
3. The Council, o.otd.ng by T:l. Cl'llnlifiei! m~~ori t3r on o. proposo.l from the 
Commiseion. shell, ~fter coneulting the suppling countries, f~x the 
, . 
gu:1rc-..nteed prices for eo.ch of the perioo.s c1et~rmined in o.ccord!mce with 
Articl.e 31 (2). 
"- ', 
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Article 3~ 
1, When i.p.t. sugar is imported a levy shall be charged to take 
amoount of the difference between the refining margin referred 
to in Article 32 ( 2) and the processing margin referred to in 
Article 12 (3). 
2. The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, sha~ adopt general rules for the application of this 
Arlicle and shall, if necessary,adopt special rules relating to the 
allooation of the raw i~p.t.sugar intended to be refined, and fix the 
charge referred to in paragraph 1 for the period referred to in 
Article 3la 
3e ne~a.iled rules for the application of this Article shall be adopted 
in accordance with the procedttre laid down in Article 40. 
·,' ..... ; 
A:t'ticle. 34 
,;"'' 
1. By t-1!'.:: of derog,.tion from Artic:.e- 33<3.', l··here the raw i.p•t• ··sugar is 
intended for refining in 'l. refinery the lev;ring of the·chl'lrge provide0 for 
in the sr.dd pc.rt:.~o.ph mC',y be repl!:!.cea, fl.t the recrues~ of _th~ ~orter, 
'' 
by the lodging of ~ deposit eouc.l to the e~~f ch~rge. Thi~ d~posit sh~ll 
be returnec'l on. the prod1~ction of proof tho.t the Sl..'~r in ooestion ho.s been 
refine(! in f1. refinery. 
Where the chc.rge referred to in Article 33( 1) wns levyed on .ro.w iep~t..s~-r, 
which wo.s subserruentl~r refined in o. refiner~·, ~ eoor.l f1.l!lount sh~.ll be pai · 
to the.refiner in uuestion on production of proof of refining~ 
' ' 
2. A m1bsidy sh~ll be ~ted to o.ll refiners of raw su~r produced in the 
French oversen.s nepo.rtments in refineries si tull.tecl l'Ti thin the Community. 
This sub~ioy sh~ll be 0eterminec tekine into account : 
(~' the refining mo.rgin referred to in Article 32(2'; 
(b) the oosts of storing the it.P•t• sugar; 
(c' the processing mc.rgin referrec to in Article 12(3). 
3. For the purposes of this Article, "refinery" means o. production unit 
en~ged exclusi veJ.y in the procesE'Iinc: of re.~· sugnr into "t>thi te SU121'.r. 
4. The Council, c-.cting- by o. tTUclifiee mC'.,iori ty on c. proposnl from the Commissi_on, 
sholl c~opt gener~l rules for the npplicntion of this l~ticle nnd shall 
d. et ermine the amount of the subsiCly referred to in parr-.grr-.ph 2. 
5. Detailed ~1les for the application of this Article shall be o.Ciopted 
in cccordc.nce with the procec'lure lo.ir1 Cl.own in Article 40. 
. ,_ 
L .. 
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Article 32 
1. Tlle intervention agencies referred to in Artiole 9{1) .shall buy-in at the 
guaranteed prices, in accordance with the provisions of this Article, 
.the· white a.nd raw i•P•t• su.ga.r offered to them by the producers of the sugar 
or their agents. 
Offers shall be accepted after a period still to be de~ermined. 
2 .. The sugar offered to the i.ntervention agency must be deli<tter0d oif t.o one 
. : ! ~ . 
or more EUropean ports of the Community to:·. be det ermin~t.:: by the agency. 
3. If' the quality of the i•P•t.su.ga,r. bought in deviates f:rom the standard. 
qt'!.ality for which the guaranteed price of the suga.r in q'IJJ3::-~tion was fixed, 
.thaJii prioe shall be adjusted by means of price increases n.Y~d reductions. 
4• The provisions of Article 10 shall apply to the sale of ~~ch sugar. 
5• Detailed rules for the application of this Article shall be adopted 
in accordance with the procedure laid do\\"!1 in .AY.-ticle 40 • 
I 
§J 
........ 
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!ttiole 3G 
1. Where the preferenti~l mici·rtiitY~·.i-:s:~. not delivered by ~~ sup~ling country 
within the period referred to in Article 31(2) rnd : 
( o.l. if the p~oduotion of ··the .euppli:ng .. oount~r is gre~ ter ·'thM. the sum of 
' its oonsu.ltJP·tion and· tts preferenti.~l ~o.nti ty fi:cec1 for thnt period, 
. the p~eferent~_p,l r.ruru'itit~r f~:iceo' tor tho.t Sl~ppling cotmtry for eo~h 
of the follolt'ing perioo.s 'shOll be red.uced bj;. ·the· auanti ty still 
ou.t ~tr.n~ ~ng~ . .. . 
(b) if there i·s n. short~e of su~r in the supplier country, the preferenticl 
crt!tm~ity __ .fixe~ ~Or ~t. for Gt",Oh Of the peri-ods .. i~eqi.ately following th·a 
.· . .. . .· , .· .... ,. .. . . 
perio~ i~ nuestion sllall be reP.uced. by ho.lf t~e .quppti ties outstencling 
._- .. • .. ' . . . . . . 
during the t"t-~o period.s preoec"'.ing tho.t from tlhioh the preferentic.l 
8Unntitie$ ~re rec"'uoe~ •. 
. ' ,-: :· .' 
liow.ever.; if _tll~ produ.ction prospects-· or the' supplmg:. country ma.ke it 
seem. likely tha.~ the pre..ferentio.l m.1.t'.ntftias · ·l'ri1l ·be o~eli vereC'. in full 
during the period for 'Which they are to be reduced., it may be Cl.eoided 
not to .. reCiuoe them.; . 
(o) if there is no shorte,ge of SUe,t'.r but the suppling country t.iiduoes e 
reason .-~hioh is recogni-zed.by the Commission o.s:·a-ot:' .. se of force mo.jeu~~' 
. e~ctro. time .shf.\11, be nllQW"eet_ tor ,t}?..e d.elivery• ·· · 
The deliver.y of the att~ntity in ~estion during this time shell be 
considered to have been effeote~ during the period origin~lly leid d~m. 
2. Where the preferential outmti ties tu'e reducet' under pa.rngra.ph l, the 
ou:mti ties in cruestion sh"..ll be rea.llooo.ted. The so.id ou!'..nti ties slltt .. ll be 
o.lloocted to those suppling countries which ha.,re eelivered their preferential 
crue.nti ties in full o.nd to which po.mgrt'.ph 1 (n' ho.s never been o.pplied. 
T.h~s ~llocation sh~ll be effected in proportion to the preferenti~l ou~ntitias 
fixed for e~ch of the suppling countries ooncerned. 
At the reanest or one of the countries entitled to partioip~te and after 
consulting the other suppling countries similarly entitled, it mcy be 
d.eoided to d.erogt~.te from this metpod of nlloc~tion • 
(( 
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3. Where the preferential quantity is not delivered in fUll under the circum-
stances set out in paragraph l(a) and (b), after the suppli~country 
concerned has been established the qu~1tities outstanding m~ be delivered 
during the period concerned by the other suppling countries to which 
paragraph l(a) has never been applied. 
The replacement quantities shall, up to the limit of the quantities 
outstanding, be allocated among the suppling countries concerned aftlilr 
consalting them an.d in proportion to their cepability.£ 
4• Detailed rules for the application of this Article, including the alteration 
of the prefere~1tial quantities and the allocation referred to in paragraph .3 :· 
she>ll be ad.opted in accordance with the procedure laid down in h.rticle 40. 
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,TITLE V 
General provisions 
Article 37 
The requisite provisions to prevent the sugar 'market being disturbed of 
an alteration in price levels at the change-over from one marketing year 
to the next may be adopted in accordance with the procedure laid down in 
Article 40. 
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Article 38 
Member States and the Commission shall communicate to each other 
the information necessary for implementing this Regulation. Rules for 
the communication and distribution of such information shall be adopted 
in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 40. 
-44-
.· 
" ' 
Article 39 
1. A Management Committee for Sugar 'hereinafter called the "Committee"\ 
shall be established, consisting of representatives of M~mber States 
arid presided over by a representative of the Commission. 
2. Within the Committee the votes of Member States shall be weighted in 
accordance with Article 148(2) of the Treaty. The Chairman shall not vote. 
- 45 -
Article 40 
1. IVhere the procedure laid down in this Article is to be followed, 
the Chairman shall refer the matter to the Committee either on his own 
initiative or at the request of the representative of a Member State. 
2. The representative of the Commission shall submit a draft of the measures 
to be taken. The Committee shall deliver its Opinion on such measures wit1: L"l 
a time limit to be set by the Ch!1irman according to the urgency of the que::,·:·_;):" n 
under consideration. An Opinion shall be adopted by a majority of forty-one 
votes. 
3. The Commission shall adopt measures which shall apply immediately. 
However, if these measures are not in accordance with the Opinion of the 
Committee, they shall forthwith be co~~icated by ·the Commission to the 
Council. In that event the Commission may defer ::wplication of the measures 
which it has adopted for not more than one month from the date of such 
co~"':lunicat ion. 
The Council, acting by a qualified majority may take a different decision 
within one month. 
- 46 -
Article 41 
The Committee may consider any other question referred to it by its Chairman 
either on his mm initiative or at the request of the representative of a 
Member State. 
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.Article 42 
1. The provisions concerning the financing of the common agricultural policy 
shall apply to the products listed in Article 1(1). 
2. Article 40(4) of the Treaty and the provisions adopted for the application 
of that Article shall, as far as the Guarantee Section of the European 
Ag.cicul tural Guidance and Guarantee F\J.nd is concerned, apply to the French 
overseas departments in respect of the markets in the products listed 
in .Article 1(1). 
; ,. 
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Article 43 
Goods listed in Article 1(1) which arc manufactured or obtained from products 
to which 1U·ticle 9(2) and Article 10(1) of the Treaty do riot apply shall not 
be admitted to free circulation within the Community. 
- 49 -
Article 44 
Save as otherwise provided in this Regulation, Articles 92 to 94 of the Treaty 
shall apply to the production of and trade in the products listed in Article 1(1). 
-50 ... 
Article 4.2, 
This Regulation shall be so applied that appropriate account is taken, 
at .the same time, of the objectives set out in Articles 39 and 110 of 
the Treaty. 
',,-;. 
,., 
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Article 46 
Should transitional measures be necessary to facilitate transition to the 
systom established by this Regulation, in particular if the introduction of 
the new system on the date provided for would give rise to substantial 
difficulties, such measures shall be adopted in nccordance with the procedure 
laid down in Article 40. They shall be applicable m1til 30 June 1976 at the 
latest. 
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Article 47 
1. This RegUlation shall enter into force on the third day following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Commw1ities. 
2. It sh~ll apply from 1 July 1975, with the exception of 
- Articles 6, 7 , 23, 24, 29 and 46, which shall apply immcdid ely on the 
entry into force of this Regulation for the 1974/75 m~rketing year, and 
- Articles 31 to 36, which shall apply from 1 J~~uary 1975• 
3. Regulation nQ 1009/67/EEC is repealed with effect from 30 June 1975• 
4. All references to Regulation n° 1009/67/EEC must be understood as references 
to this Regulation. 
All referm1ces to articles of the said Regulation are to be read in conjunction 
with the table of equivalence giv~n in ill'lllcx II. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable 
in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, For the Council 
CCT 
heading 
No 
17.04 
lG.o6 
19.02 
19.08 
21.06 
21.07 
22.02 
22.06 
22.09 
Al."'WEX I 
Description of goods 
Sugar confectionery, not containing- cocoa: 
B. Che\·Jing ~ 
C. 1-lhite chocolate 
D. Other 
C~1.ocolate and other food preparations containing cocoa 
Prepo.rntions of flour, m«W"l, starch of nal.t extract, of a 
lcind used as infJ.nt food or for diotic of culinary pu;rposo~, 
oontaiain.;- lo3s than 50 ~S by •might ·of cocoa 
P~stry 1 biscuits 1 cakes wnd other fine ba~ers 1 vmrcs, 
rrllctl1er or not containing cocoa in any proportion 
Nntural yeasts (active or inactive); prepared baking powders: 
A. Active natural yoasts: 
II. Bakers' ye~sts 
Food preparations not vlsowhere specified of included 
Lemonade, flavoured spc waters and flavoured aerated waters, 
an other non-alcoholic bcv;rages, not including fruit and 
vecetable juices falling within hea~ing 20.07 
Vermouths, J.nd other wines of fresh grapes flavoured t·Ji th 
uromo.tic extracts 
Spirits (other than those of heuclinz No 22.08); liqueurs and 
other spirituous bmrerages i compounc~ alcoholic preJl<-"'..rations 
(kno~om ns "conccntrC~.tod extrc..cts 11 ) for the mru1.ufacture of 
bevoragosg 
c. Spirituous beverages: 
V. Other 
Acyolic alcohols and their halogenated, sulphonated, ni trated 
or nitrosato~ derivatives: 
c. Polyrydric alcohols: 
II. IVbnnitol 
III. Sorbitol 
CCT 
heading 
No 
2).10 
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Description of goods 
Acetals &ld heoiacetals ana single or complex oxygen-func-
tion acotals and he1nie.cetals, C'.-nd their halcgonated., sulpho-
nnte~, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives: 
ex B. Other: 
- Metby"l glucosides 
Konocarboxylic acids 3nd their anby"rlric1es 1 halic~es 1 pcrox.iclos 
and peracids, and their ~1e.logenated 1 sulphonated; ni trated or 
nitrosated derivatives: 
ex A. Saturated a~Jclic monocarboxylic acids: 
- H':l.IDli tal esters a.."l.d sorbi tal esters 
ex B. Unsaturated acyclic monocarboxylic acids: 
- ~funnitol esterG and sorbitol esters · 
Polycc..rboxylic acids and their anhydrides 1 halidcs, pero:x:ides 
and perac:i.ds, and their halogenated, sulphona·~ecl, ni tratecl or 
nitrosateu derivatives: 
A. Acyclic polycarboxyJ.ic acids: 
ex V. Other 
Itaconic ac~d end its salts and esterc 
Car'Joxylic acids with c.lochol, p:1enol, nlclubyde or kGtone 
function and other single or conplox oxy,c;oa-function cn.rboxy-
lj c ncids ancl their anhydrides, lmlidos, puroxi-clos and poracicls 1 
and their halogonatocl.1 sulphonc.to0., nitratod or ni trosatod 
dorivatives: 
A. Carboxylic ncids with alcohol fu~otion: 
I. Lactic acid Md its salts ancl. us·:~ors 
IV. Citric acid and its salts an~ esterG 
ex VIII. Other: 
Glyceric acid, Glycollic ncicl, saccharonic ncid, 
isosacchc.ronic ncid, heptnsacchc..rie o..cid n.nd their 
salts rnd esters 
Hoterocyclic compounds; nucleic n.cids: 
ex: Q. Other: 
- ~'1l\7dric conpounds of mnnnitol or sor~itol, excluding 
mn.l tol and isoualtol 
Sugars, cheluicn.lly pure, other than sucrose nncl lactose; 
sugar others and sug~r esters, nnd their salto, other thnn 
products of headings Nos 29.39, 29.4-1 and 29.Lj2: 
ex B. Other: 
-Sorbose and its salts and esters 
CCT 
heading 
No 
38.19 
--3-
De$c~iptipn of goods 
Antibiotics: 
A. Ponicillins 
Chemical products nnd pre~~r~tions of the chenicnl or allied 
industries (including those consisting of niJdurcs of nc.turo..l 
products), not elsewhere specified or incluued; rosidual 
products of the chemical or allied industries, not elsewhere 
specified or included: 
Q. Fom1dr,y core binders based on synthetic rasins 
ex T. Other: 
- Sorbitol cracking products 
-&~ 
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~II 
.. ' 
TABLE OF ESUIVALmCE 
T,his Reey;la.tion 
proposr:1.l for a 
grotJLATI.OU (EPJ!l.£F TH,E Q.OUNCIL 
on the fixing and alteration of the basic quotes for sugar 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEllN CONl'.1UNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the :Ehropean Economic Community; 
Having regard to Council RegUlation (EEC) No /741 of •••••••• on the 
common organization of the market in suga.r, and in par·bicular Article 23(3) 
thereof; 
H<wing regard to the proposal from the Cormission; 
Whereas .article 23(3) of Rogu.lation (EEC) :tro /7<c lays d01.m tho.t the 
Council should fix tho basic quotas for ouch U...'lclertcldng and adopt general 
rules nnd any dorogations; 
Wl1erens Article 23(1) of the said RegL1lo.tion ~cl{es provision for a. formula. 
for fixing quotas vlhereby the bo.sic quota is obt:"..ined by multiplying the 
average annual suger production of the undertaking concerned, considered 
&<:l such pursuant to Reguln.tion Uo 1009/67/~ 1 during the 1968/69 to 1972/73 
marketing years by n. coefficient of 0.)3 1 provic1ed tha.t such quota is not 
lovwr than tlul.t for the 19':'!J./75 marketing year; 
rlheroas, in orc.'Ler ·to to..ke account of nl'l..Y changes in the st nteture of the 
suga.r industr.r or of bc~t grorring7 provision should 'l:>e made for the basic 
~~ota for each.u...'ldcrtclcin~ to be reduced by a quk.ntity not exceeding, for 
the entire period from l July 1975 to 30 June 19[,0, 10 % of the basic quota 
fixed originally; 
1 OJ No ••••••••••••••• 
... 2 ~-
\fuereas the object of the original fixing of basic quoto.s for individunl 
' . 
undertakings m~gh"t · b.9 J~o:pe.rg:ii.ctl i~ .tlle: ~vent of the merger or trnnsfer 
ot .the. undertcldngs, the tra.nsf_or, by an undertaking. of ono of its factories 
~or 'the· closu:t-e· of an•undertcltin.g;-wher'iftl.f! consideration should therefore 
be given to altering the basic .. ~<?ta of the undert~ings concerned; 
~lheroas it is· esserltial thll.t· ·alterations in the bc.sic quotas origtno.lly 
fixed be prcvente~ from dnmnging the interests of the beet o. cane growers 
<?~:>l:;tcerned; 
IDl.S ADOPTED 'lliiS REXlULli.TiqrJ : 
,, . 
.... '-~~ .l '• -. 
-3~ 
itrticle 1 
With~ut prejudice to the provisioTh~ of Articles 2 and 3, the ~asio quotas 
'• . 
referred to in Article ·23 of RegLllation (EEC). No ••••• /74 shall be fixecl 
·for each undertaking, in terms of :1hi te sugar as shown in the Annex. 
Artiole 2 
·1 ~ The basic qUota for each U..'l').derta.king IIla\1 be reduced by a total quenti ty 
not cxceeding9 for th~ entire period from 1 July 1975 to 30 Juno 1980, 
10 % of the bo.sic quote fL~ed ·for.· each Undertaking ~J this Regtllation .• 
The quantity deducted· shall be allocated to one or more other undertakings. 
2. The basic quota shall be altered only if: 
·(a) the structuro of the sug~r econo~ of· the regions concen1ed is· 
thereby improved; 
(b) the interests of beet or cc.lle grovrc:r-s ccncernec1 are protected. 
'Ihe bnsic quota c'r an enterprise pr~ducing ~ sucar sho.ll not be 
recliloca ·uhlcss the dec".ucted qu~ti ty is alloratt:~l to oth8r enterprises 
pror~cicine cMe sug~r: · }~. 
3• ·An.Y alternation of the basic quota pu.rsumt to this .Llrticle shall ·be 
mado within the framework of tho detailed rulos of application. 
It -shall occur only at the request of tho Member ~State involved, ·.after 
consul tat ion bQtwecn .t.he la.tter c.nd the beet end ce.ne producers c:k"'ld the 
SUgar I:lOllUfact:urers concerned. 
1. The basic quotas shnll be.ultcred in the event of tho merger or transfer 
of UlldortaikinBS, the tronsfer of fcctories or rho closure of undertakings. 
2. In the event of the morgor of undertakings, the basic quotn for the 
resulting undortn.lcing shn.ll be fix:)d at e.. quantity oqun.l to the stun of 
the basic quotas allocated to the undertakings conccrne1 prior to their 
mcrgc.r. 
3. In the event of the trc:nsfer of nn undertakinG, the basic quota for the 
transfered undertaking sl~~ll be ~llocuted to the transforac undertaking 
of, where there are several UllC!.ortn.ldngs, it shall be distributed runons>; 
them on the basis of the production they have absorbed. 
4• In th~ event of·the transfer of c fcctor,y the basic quota for the under~ 
tclcing transferring the fa.ctoTIJ shc..ll be reC:.ucccl and thG basic quote. for 
the undertaking, or undertakings 1 acqu.iring- it shall be incre<:.Sod by the 
quantity dvductcd in proportion to the production ubsorbod. 
5· Where an undort~~ing ceases to operate in circmnEtances other thm1 those 
referred to in pcragrn.phs 2 1 3 and 4 its basic quota n~ be alloca.tod to 
one or more undertakings in proportion to the production to bo abnorbed. 
6. MeasurGB in respect of basic quotas crm be tn.lcen pursuru1t to this Article 
only insofar as the interests of the boot or cane growers concerned erG 
protected. 
Trn.nsfcrs et bc..sic quotas fro:J enterprises producing cru1e cugc.r to others 
producing beet sugar shall not take place. 
7• The alterations roforrod to in p~ragraph 1 shall be adopto~ under the 
detailed ~les of application. 
- 5-
The @ecsures reforrud to in Article 3 shall t~c cffoct, when the merger, 
transfer, or closure, e..s the C.3.Sc 1.1ey be, occurs: 
(a) between 1 Jul:~r and 31 Jcnuery of the following yoar, for the r.mrketing 
year concurrent with that period; 
(b) between 1 Fcbrun:ry ano 30 June of the same year, for the mnrkcting 
year following that period. 
For the purposes of this Regulation : 
(a) "merg-er of underto.kings" .~w:ms ~ 
the con.Jolidn.tion into a siuele undortcldng of t\vo or nore undertakings, 
each vnth 0 basic qu0ta; 
(b) 11 transfor of 0....'1 u..Yldertal::ing" moano: 
tr~sfcr of the business of en ttndcrtclcing with a b~sic quota to one 
or more und.erto.kings; 
(c) "tra.."l.sfcr of f', factory" moans: 
tr~Jlsfer of ownership of a production vnit 7 including all the plnnt 
requi~ed for manufacturing su~ar, to one or m0re undertakings, 
resulting in partial or total absorption of the production of the 
transferee undertaking. 
!!jiclo 6 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third d~ following its 
publication in the Official Journal of the European Communities. 
Regulation No 1027/67 /EEC1 ancl Rcgulo.tion (EEXJ) No 1898/682 shall be 
repealed with effect fron 30 June 1975. 
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